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Bulletin Date: 5/5/2014 Bulletin Effective Date: 5/5/2014 

Title:  SiM3U167-B-GDI Datasheet Revision Notification 

Originator: Shahram Tadayon Phone: 512-428-1698 Dept: Marketing 

Customer Contact: Kathy Haggar Phone: 512-532-5261 Dept: Sales 

Bulletin Details 

Description: 
Version 1.1 of the SiM3U167-B-GDI datasheet is now available.  The revision includes the following 
changes: 

Added "1. Ordering Information" on page 2 to include a no-backgrind option. 
Added "2. Pin Definitions" on page 3. 
Added "3. Bonding Instructions" on page 10. 
Updated Table 4, “Wafer and Die Information,” on page 15 to include a no-backgrind option. 
Added "4. Wafer Specific Information" on page 16 to include a known good die register. 
Added "6. Failure Analysis (FA) Guidelines" on page 16. 
 

Reason: 
SiM3U167-B-GDI datasheet revision adds an option to order wafers without backgrind and failure 
analysis guidelines.  In addition wafer specific information was added informing customers that known 
good die are programmed with a value of 0x1C2C5555 at register address 0x40_03E8. 
 

Product Identification: 
SiM3U167-B-GDI 
SiM3U167-B-G1DI 
 

This change is considered a minor change which does not affect form, fit, function, quality, or 
reliability.  The information is being provided as a customer courtesy. 

Please contact your local Silicon Labs sales representative with any questions about this notification.  
A list of Silicon Labs sales representatives may be found at www.silabs.com 

Customer Actions Needed: 
None.  Please see your Silicon Labs sales representative if you have questions.  A list of Silicon Labs 
sales representatives is available at www.silabs.com 
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